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Motivations 

• Trade context: lower tariffs, emergence, if not explosion, of 
non-tariff measures (SPS and TBT measures) acting as 
standards 

• In this NTM context, markets are imperfect through 
asymmetric information and external effects affecting the 
environment, health, sustainability, etc… 

• Standards can help mitigating these imperfections but can be 
protectionist (“too high”, or not justified at all) 

• Most of the trade literature treats (explicitly or implicitly) 
these NTMs as protectionist, reducing trade (& welfare) 

• We depart from this “protectionist” premise and allow for 
market imperfections and apply this context to the TRI  

 

 



What is the TRI? 

• TRI: a welfare index of distortions. It aggregate distortions 
using welfare weights and expresses all these as a tariff 
(surcharge) equivalent (holding utility constant) 

• A theoretically consistent approach to aggregate distortions as 
opposed to trade weights (marginal vs. average weights) 

• Many applications (tariff, domestic subsidies, quotas, and 
recently NTMs) as noted next 

• Extensions to consistent aggregation for mercantilism (holding 
trade constant and utility endogenous)  

• Partial-equilibrium applications reduce the TRI to own-price 
effects and a sum of tariffs weighted by DWL triangles 



The trade literature on NTMs 

• NTMs are protectionist by assumption (trade costs), yet trade-
enhancing effects are often found empirically in 
investigations. Hard to rationalize negative trade costs… 

• Mercantilist literature (more trade implies more welfare). The 
link between trade and welfare is tenuous (Krishna, others) 

• A few partial equilibrium applications of the TRI for NTMs but 
forcing them to be trade impeding (constrained in the 
econometrics) 

• Paper by Kee et al. applies TRI to NTMs and derives ad 
valorem equivalents to tariffs NTMs, and domestic subsidies 
and various TRIs but rules out trade enhancing effects 

 



What we do 
• Use and extend the TRI of Anderson and Neary in the context of a 

generic external effect (a public bad affects consumers) mitigated 
by a standard. The standard affects the unit cost of imports 

• Derive the TRI in the presence of external effect and the AVE of the 
standard and the implied specification for imports  

• Allows for ambiguous sign of the NTM AVEs and changes in TRIs 

• Use cross-section dataset (sectors x country) of Kee et al. to 
estimate AVEs of NTMs, and associated TRIs corresponding to the 
structure of tariffs, NTMs, and subsidies 

• 10% of sectors (HS-6)  exhibit a trade-enhancing impact of NTMs; 
TRIs are lower than those without the externality, several countries 
exhibit negative changes in TRI 

 

 



The dual approach to trade 

• Competitive benchmark (n markets with CRS industries). 
Modeled as a single firm with multiple outputs under some 
input/endowment constraints 

•  Some external cost (from imports) maps into a public bad  

• A representative consumer maximizes utility under a national 
income constraint and consumes n goods domestically 
produced or imported, and is affected by the public bad 

• All/some markets are open and distorted at the border by 
tariffs and NTMs and domestically by subsidies to producers 
(e.g., CAP). Could add more… 

 



External effect 

• An externality affects consumers; the NTM standard increases 
the cost of imports and reduces the externality. This assumes 
that domestic producers already satisfy the standard. Could 
relax this easily (standard costly for both producers) 

• Examples: sustainability standard and global common of virgin 
forest; health incidence of pesticide residues and MRL 
regulation; biodiversity loss and exotic pest linked to imports  
regulated by border inspections or ballast cleaning regulation 

• For simplicity the bad is expressed directly as a function of the 
standard. Could be bad=f(imports=g(standards)) 

 



Partial equilibrium illustration 



Dataset 

• UNCTAD-COMTRADE database of Kee et al. (2009) 

• Imports: COMTRADE. Average HS6, average flows 2001-2003 

• Imports demand elasticities: Kee et al. (2008) 

• Tariffs: UNCTAD & WTO 

• NTMs: UNCTAD-TRAINS WTO Notifications. Dummy (= 1 if the 
importing country imposes at least one NTM on a given HS6 
product)+ 2 updates but unclear on the exact cutoff date   

• NTMs cover technical regulations, price controls, quantity 
restrictions, and monopolistic measures 

• Production subsidies: agricultural domestic support (WTO, 
continuous measure). 1995-1998 WTO notifications 



Dataset (cont.) 

• Countries' characteristics: Economic size (GDP) & relative 
factor endowments (agricultural land over GDP, capital over 
GDP, and labor over GDP) (WDI) 

• Controls for islands (dummy) & remoteness (average distance 
to world markets, i.e. import-weighted distance to each 
trading partner) 

• Sample has 93 importing countries, 4941 HS6 products, but 
only a cross section of NTMs 

• Production subsidies for about 160 lines out of 4941 lines 

 



Estimation strategy 

• Estimation: tariff line by tariff line (HS6-digit) 
• Potential endogenous NTMs & production subsidies. Instruments 

follow Kee et al., 2009: exports, past import changes, GDP-weighted 
average of NTMs and P subsidies at the HS6 digit of the 5 closest 
geographic neighbors (“qui se ressemble s’assemble…”)  

• Two-stage estimation: Probit (presence/absence of a NTM & 
instruments as explanatory variables). Inverse Mills ratio included in 
the 2nd stage (trade flows)+ prediction of Production subsidies 

• Quantity impact of NTMs & P subsidies is then transformed into 
AVEs using import demand elasticities also in the dataset 

• AVEs for each importing country & HS6 line  
• Last, AVEs aggregated at the country level (NTMs with tariffs and 

production subsidies) to get TRIs or changes in TRI if negative AVEs 









Conclusions 

• What we did: Derived TRI with external effects and estimated AVEs 
of NTMs. Computed total AVEs (tariffs, subsidies, NTMs) and TRIs 

• 10% of AVEs are negative at HS6. dTRI negative for several 
countries, typically with low tariff structure and sizable trade. 
Evidence of anti-protectionist/trade enhancing effects… 

• Policy recommendations based on “regular” AVEs and TRI will be 
biased upward on the welfare cost and trade impeding effects of 
NTM policies 

• Could be replicated with more refined data (our proxy for standards 
is rough). We plan to disaggregate the technical measures from the 
aggregate NTM regime 

• Protectionism of NTMs beyond the obvious is empirically elusive  


